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             Olga Malinovskaya – Artist. Ballerina. 
Fashion Designer. Model. 
 
  Great artists are not born but become. First of 
all, they are filled up with certain life events, 
personal observations and the diversity of the 
surrounding world.    
  The mysterious and attractive world of ballet 
ha s become an in sp i r a t i on fo r O lga 
Malinovskaya. Being one of the best graduates of 
the Moscow State Academy of Choreography 
at the Bolshoi Theatre of the Russian 
Federation, she danced many leading classical 
and contemporary roles during her career in some 
of the most famous theatres in the world. 
Spectators of the Bolshoi, La Scala, the Boston 
Opera House, the National Opera of Estonia 
and the Opera of Nice have admired her beauty 
and inspiration. Among her roles are Odette-
Odile (Swan Lake), Kitri (Don Quixotte), Juliet 
(Romeo and Juliet), Masha/Clara (The 
Nutcracker), Sylphide (La Sylphide), and the 
roles in modern ballets of Nacho Duato, Mauro 
Bigonzetti, George Balanchine and other 
influential modern choreographers. 

    All this time Olga did not just dance, she absorbed the atmosphere of the theatre backstage, noticing for 
herself many intimate and magical creations in the moment of high art. In love with the ballet atmosphere 
and dance, she sketched scenes from everyday theatrical life in her notebook for fifteen years. Over time, 
painting took a dominant role in the life of Olga Malinovskaya – exactly then some of her sketches turned 
into a collection of paintings called SHOW TIME. 
   Each dancer always tries to introduce something different and individual to the image familiar to 
millions of people.  This habit has remained with Olga in painting too - she not only uses paint in her 
works but also most genuine 24-carat gold leaves. This is a gentle and very delicate material, which must 
be handled with extreme caution - one blow will be enough for the gold leaf to fly away or completely 
crumble. That is why the style of painting, chosen by Olga, requires tremendous concentration and labor.  
     But the result is worth it. Thanks to the paintings of Olga Malinovskaya, the spectator plunges into the 
atmosphere of the majestic imperial theatres, can feel the warm glow of colors and enjoy the elegance of 
the performance. In addition, any change in the lighting creates unique effects in the picture. Working in 
oil or acrylic with the addition of 24-carat gold leaves, Olga has come up with a unique genre - scenes 
from the magical but hard daily world of ballet artists. That world, which is beyond the reach of the 
audience and which we can only guess and dream about.  
     Many works of Olga Malinovskaya are now in private collections around the world. Olga collaborates 
with interior designers and also produces an exclusive line of clothing for ballet dancers called 
CLAZZDANCE.  All her work is imbued with a love of ballet - this unique world of beauty and pain, 
lightness and hard work. The same can be seen in the collection of paintings SHOW TIME.  



  Several works from the SHOW TIME collection were shown in Zurich (Switzerland) during the famous 
Swiss Art Expo from August 15 to August 19, 2019. The work “Backstage” was selected by a 
professional jury of the Swiss Art Expo and entered the top 100 works of artists from around the world 
(painting, drawing, photography, digital graphics). 
  Olga’s works will also be displayed:  
  In Miami during Art Basel Art Week from December 2 to December 8, 2019.  
  In Gstaad (Switzerland) at HUUS Gstaad Hotel from February 28 to March 1, 2020. 
    

  Olga and I met in Tallinn. For several months she had been seeking a chance meeting with me to discuss 
possible cooperation. 
  The first impression is beautiful, with huge eyes, petite, and very temperamental, I immediately felt in 
her a lot of passion and sensuality, which very much hoped she can show also on stage. 
   It so happened that it was at this time that I gathered a team of young talented ballerinas, graduates of 
the Moscow State Academy of Choreography to participate in the project “Reflections”, which we 
prepared together with the Bolshoi Theatre of Russia. In the summer of 2010, we got together in sunny 
California, in the Performing Center of Orange County, which for the premiere of our project in February 
2011 was renamed to Segerstrom Center. From the first rehearsals with the choreographers involved in 
work on this project, it was clear that I was not mistaken. Her passion for the profession, knowledge, and 
openness in working with colleagues helped her harmoniously fit into the project and become one of its 
bright stars. Her return to Moscow, where her creative path began was triumphant, but who would have 
thought then that her talent was so multifaceted, and very soon we will find out that she is a wonderful 
visualizer, and thanks to her talent as a ballerina, she will be able to transfer to the canvas and paper her 
understanding and her feelings about the profession.  
   Since then, her life has changed, today she is dancing less than 10 years ago, but she remains committed 
to art, but also became a wonderful mother to her son, and devoted and loving wife to her husband, whom 
today is dancing for two. 
 
   Sergey Danilian —  CEO Ardani Artists Management, Inc 
 
 
 
 



   It is always difficult to talk about an artist with whom you have developed a deep friendship, and the 
story of Olga Malinovskaya could take a long time, or just a second, to explain why and how her art and 
her life fascinated me. 
    Olga is a sorceress, a messenger of great romanticism. She was created in one of
the most complex schools in the world in the Moscow State Academy of Choreography. She went there as 
a child but came out as a woman and a ballerina in all her beauty and graces. Her character was formed 
within the walls of this Russian ballet temple. She has an iron hand in a velvet glove - that's what attracted 
me when I met her.
   She has a kind look, which, nevertheless, pierces - the look of the conquerors, who lead the way and 
lead you to the end of your adventure. We started working on a joint exhibition - the same moment on the 
stage, captured by the photographer’s camera and the artist’s brush.
     And as time went on ...
    I am one of those who photographed so many miracles that very few things can challenge me because 
for my eyes the beautiful replaces only beautiful. One day I saw my photos again executed by the artist, 
they received the soul of the dance and the power that only Olga, the Sylphide in the past, could transmit 
on her new canvases.
    I like this artist, who always surprises me. When she moves, dances or paints, that beauty, that Slavic 
legend follows her and helps her create those pictures that she imagines.
     What else to say?
     This is Olga Malinovskaya 

     Alain Hanel - scene photographer. Official photographer of the Opera de Monte-Carlo. 

French Riviera (Monaco) 
 
+33 6 95 95 92 78 
contact@om-art.org 
www.om-art.org 
www.instagram.com/o.m.art.world/ 
 
 



1. Backstage  
Acrylic on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
12k gold leaves   
75 x 120 cm 

Dancers behind the curtains during a  
show. The ambiance. 



2. Show Time  
Oil on canvas  

24k gold leaves   
130 x 97 cm 

A dancer checking her hair before a show. The idea  is 
to combine the incompatible: the lux of a classical  
ballerina and street art. This delicate and chic Prima 
Ballerina will probably get into her sneakers and a 
leather jacket after the show and will continue the 
evening drinking beer and partying with  friends. 



3. Dancing Phantoms 
Acrylic on canvas  

24k gold leaves 
12k gold leaves  
150 x 150 cm 

The ballet is about a peasant girl named Giselle, who dies of a  
broken heart after discovering her lover, Albrecht, is 
betrothed  to another girl. The Wilis, a group of mystic and 
supernatural women who dance men to death, summon 
Giselle from her grave. They target her lover for death, but 
Giselle's great love  frees him from their grasp. The Wilis are 
particularly haunting characters. They are the spirits of virgin 
girls who died before  they married. At dawn, the spirits of all 
the girls and Giselle  disappear, leaving only a deep imprint 
on Albrecht's memory as  an eternal regret for a lost love that 
is stronger than death. 



4. Red Angels  
Oil on canvas   

24k gold leaves   
150 x 150 cm 

Ballerinas a few minutes before going on stage. Some  
last small movements to warm up, last checks on 
costumes and poses. They look calm and concentrated, 
but there is huge excitement inside their beautiful and 
sharp bodies. 



5. Black Tutu  
Oil on canvas  

24k gold leaves  
116 x 89 cm 

A dancer having a small rest at the 
barre on the side of a dance studio 
and watching the rehearsal. 



6. White Mood 
Oil on canvas   
24k gold leaves   

116 x 89 cm 

It looks like a romantic imagination of the  
artist. But in reality, you can often see a  
dancer in a white and fluffy tutu sitting at  a 
window and dreaming. Indeed ballet is true 
magic in the real world. 



7. After Shower 
Oil on canvas   
12k gold leaves   

80 x 80 cm 

A typical scene: two naked dancers talking in a 
theatre's  shower room after a long day of work. The 
writing on the walls in Russian “Sacrifices. 
Stubbornness. Fanaticism. I love my job” – transmits 
sarcastic thoughts, which come on each dancer's mind 
from time to time: “Why do I sacrifice and suffer so 
much every  day when, to be honest, the world could 
survive without ballet?! Ah yes, I forgot...I love my 
job!” 



8. After Class  
Oil on canvas   

24k gold leaves   
100 x 130 cm 

Young ballerinas are changing in a  
dressing room before rehearsals start. 



9. Show Lights 
(The Dying Swan) 
Oil on canvas  
24k gold leaves 

Triptych - 3 x 100 x 50 cm 

This grotesque style painting shows three  
specific poses of a ballerina, who is performing  
the famous M. Fokine's masterpiece “The Dying  
Swan”. The writings in Russian depict the  
possible thoughts which might come into a 
dancer's mind while performing and which often 
do not perfectly match the  image on stage. 



10. Dressing Room 
Oil on canvas  
12k gold leaves  

150 x 150 cm 

Dancers are dressing up before the 
performance. The painting shows their 
long and skinny bodies and the specific 
ambiance of the moment. 



11. Ballerina 
Oil on canvas 

24k gold leaves 

130 x 89 cm 

Unreal absolute beauty in whose name  
ballet exists in this world. 



12. The Pause   
Acrylic on canvas   

24k gold leaves 
12k gold leaves   
116 x 89 cm 

A typical moment in every-day dance life: a 
tired ballerina is sitting in her tutu on the 
stairs and smoking a cigarette. Fast and 
messy  brushwork reflects the dancer's mood 
at this moment and creates a contrast with 
the  chicness of gold... 



13. The Pallete of this Dance 
Acrylic on canvas  

24k gold leaves  

130 x 89 cm 

The idea is to show the painter's palette,  
because it is one of the most beautiful  
abstract paintings, especially when a  
piece of gold leaf accidentally falls on it. 



14. Fire-Bird 
(Homage to S. Diaghilev’s  

Russian Seasons) 
Oil on canvas  

24k gold leaves  

130 x 89 cm 
 

Homage to S. Diaghilev's Russian Seasons. 
M. Fokine created the famous ballet “Fire-
Bird” (Composer I.Stravinsky) based on a 
popular Russian fairy tale. The painting also  
reminds us of the old Russian fairy tale's 
drawings style. 



A classical fight between two sides  
of the same person or Black and  
White swans from P. Tchaikovsky  
«Swan Lake» 

15. Black & White  
Acrylic on canvas   

24k gold leaves 
30 x 30 cm 



16. Red Tutu  
Acrylic on canvas  

24k gold leaves 
48 x 37 cm 

Spots of gold, sparkles and colors create a 
silhouette of a ballerina in a red tutu. 


